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VOJL. IV
'that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations. 
GAMBISIt, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1833.
NO.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEOROE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
ON
From the Evangelical Magazine. 
THE DEATH OF A CHILD.
My little one, my fair one, are then thy troubles o’er?
And has thy slight and feeble bark arrived at Canaan’s shore?
Hast thou at length a haven reach’d, where thou canst anchor | producing moral and religious effects will docoill-
fast», , , . 'paratively little good if it is merely thrown at ran-
And heed no more the pelting storm, the billow, or the bUt. , wgr]d> a„d je((. tQ of
My little one, my fair one, though brief thy course has been I There must be Christian exertion to apply the 
Few days of sunshine cheer’d thee on, tew smiling coasts were j lnoraj Teme(]y where it is needed, as well as Chris-
It seem’d’as o’er thy shallop frail the raven flapp’d his wing, *’dn ingenuity to discover or prepare it. Such gJ- 
And scared the bright and halcyon tribes that might thy greet- forts to give an efficient application to the means 
ing sing. I of religious instruction which the press supplies,
My little one, my fair one, thy couch is empty now, ,aic now made in thousands of cases, and" they
Where oft I wiped the dews away which gather’d on thy brow; ought to be made by all who have the opportuni- 
No more amidst the sleepless night I smooth thy pillow fair, ty to do it.
’Tis smooth, indeed, but rest no more thy small pale features
there! 
f
My little one, my fair one, thy tiny carriage waits,
But waits in vain tb bear thy form through yon inviting gates, 
Where bloom the flow’rs as erst they did when tliou eould’st
cull their sweets,
But roams in vain thy father’s eye, no answering glapip it 
meets.
My little one, my fair one, thy lips were early train’d 
To lisp that gracious Saviour’s name, who all thy guilt sus­
tained;
Nor would I weep because my Lord lias snatch’d gourd 
away,
To blossom bright and ripen fair'in realms of endless day.
My little one, my fair one, thou canst not come to me,
But nearer draws the number’d hour when I shall go to thee; 
And thou, perchance, Yvith seraph smile, and golden harp in
hand,
May’st come the first to welcome me to our Immanuel’s land.
R. ITuie.
s b l k q i o u s.
THE WAY TO USE A RELIGIOUS PERIODICAL.
In most cases, a manufactured article is produc­
ed, in order to supply a certain want, there is no 
difficulty in applying it to the purpose intended. 
The wants itself seek out the supply, and they are 
consequently easily brought together. A remedy 
for a disease, for example, if discovered, is sought 
for by the very persons who are suffering, and with 
an eagerness proportional to their need. A mill 
is erected in a new country; and there is no diffi­
culty in having it employed. They who have corn 
to be ground come to it of their own accord
But it is not so with moral or religious instruc- j ought not to >e overloo
tion applied to the community. Here there is 
great difficulty in bringing the want and the sup­
ply together. Some philanthropists establish a pe­
riodical, for example, in order to persuade the 
community to abandon the use of ardent spirits. 
Those who are already persuaded perhaps, sub­
scribe for the paper. But they who need its in­
fluence, not only will not subscribe, but they will 
hardly read it if it is placed before them. There
- - - — J-- ----
ed book or pimphlet, consists in the fact that it is 
capable of tdling its story to a vast number of in­
dividuals as well as to one. One man for example, 
who receives this very Magazine, sends it to 
the Sabbath school, that the story of Martha 
Jane, may be read there. It accordingly interests 
and profits fifty, instead of one. He lends the 
work successively to half a dozen mothers, that 
may they may read the ariicle on the early reli- 
is thus great difficulty in such cases, in bringing gious instruction of children His daughter takes
the want to meet the supply.' -------- --
These remarks will particularly apply to such jdesired, some of its pages nay contribute to their 
articles in moral and religious works as are design- i injoyment and instruction, vhile at work, and thus 
ed for immediate practical effect. They are most j iis single copy accomplishes its work on hundreds 
likely to be read by the persons who stand least j d minds. The good which it is capable of pro-
in need of them. An able and interesting article 
on keeping the sabbath for instance, is inserted in 
a religious paper. Who will read the article with 
the greatest interest and attention? Why the ve-
ry man who is already most interested in the sub- i days, to be read in bis family, and then shuts it up 
ject,who has most conscientiously and scrupulously in a dark closet, idle and unemployed forever. It 
observed the Lord’s day, and who consequently ; has done good perhaps to ten- minds, when it 
least of all, needs its influence. As he glances his is just as capable of doing good to an hundred.— 
eye over the columns, this very article will at once I The story which it has told to a few, it is ready 
arrest his attention, more than any other, while 'and willing to tell with equal fidelity to many, and 
he who most needs it will be most likely to pass I if its possessor does not avail himself to the ut- 
it by. What is written then with the design of. most of its power he looses a great portion of the
- _ ___ i 1 '• • - - - ‘ ....-------- , . . ..
Hence every Christian ought to consider the re­
ligious books and periodicals which comes into his 
hands, as means of doing good, committed to him by 
Providence, which he is bound to employ as effi­
ciently as lie can, to promote the cause of piety.
A vast amount.of good is done in this way by ac­
tive. Christians throughout our land. As soon as 
they have read any article or any work of useful 
practical tendency, their minds instinctively en- 
i quire, “Which of my neighbors-or friends would 
i be interested or profited by this ?’’ “Here is 
' something,” gtiy they, “ which exactly me? s such 
an one’s case.” This article would interest the 
Sabbath school, I will show it to the superinten-
dant.” “This book will do good in such a family. , . ------;......
I will lend it to them.” The instrument of good is jtook lodgings at the inn, expecting to see .Jane.
thus, through the intervention of Christian philan- 
throphy, carried to the points where its effect is 
needed.
No sincere Christian, having right views of his ; << jgne a new religion after j*.u were here, and 
duty in this world, will attempt, to excuse himself ( her mistress dismissed her.” 
from the oiligation to do good in this way, by ’
saying that his neighbors arc as able to purchase 
,ui i—i- — 1---- 'book er to subscribe for the periodical as 
If and that therefore he will make no effort 
lend ii*good influences. Although a neigh- 
may in iuch cases have no claim, the debt is 
still due to God, and if he chooses to order us to 
pay it to hiscreaturcs here, whenever we can find 
any who aresinning or suffering, we can have no­
thing to say.
There is mother view of this subject which 
oked. The value of aprint-
it to the meeting of a chari. able society, so that if! the gentleman, she fell back into a chair, and burst
j j - - - jntQ tearg.
‘What’s the matter, Jane?"
i r ;dicing is in some degree secured, and at*last it 
rtturns to him like a faithful servant, which has 
dine its work.
‘knother man reads his copy, and leaves it, a few ed into it for hire. I was as good as my word,
work, and incurs morever the guilt of keeping his 
means of doing good buried, not employed.
CONVERSION OF A-SERVANT.
The following is given by the English correspondent of the 
New-York Observer, as related at a meeting in England.— 
Episcopul Recorder.
“Jane,” said a pious traveller, while the girl was 
serving his table, “do you ever pray?”
“No, sir, 1 never did such a thing in my life,” 
said the girl lightly, and rather in contempt.
“Well, I want you to engage, that you will go 
by yourself on your knees, once a day, and offer 
to God a short prayer, which I will dictate to you, 
and which you can easily remember, till I come 
this way again in a few months, and I will then 
give you a sovereign,” (one pound sterling.) “The 
petition is this: O Lord, convert my soul for Je­
sus Christ’s sake. Amen.”
“ I will do it,” said Jane, with her characteristic 
levity.
“ Remember,” said the gentleman, “I shall de­
pend upon your honesty.”
“Remember,” said Jane, “I shall depend upon 
the sovereign.”
The gentleman returned after seme months, and1 1 > • - -1
But as Jane did not appear, upon inquiry, he was
informed that she had left the house.
“For what reason?” said the gentleman.
“Why, sir,” said the servant that filled her place, r___  - , • •
“Call your mistress, will you.?”
The mistress appeared, and the gentleman ask­
ed: “Madam, what has become of Jane?”
“ Why, sir, Jane got a notion to read her Bible 
and pray, which was all well enough, as she was 
a good girl, and a more faithful servant for all that. 
But she was not content to pray and keep her re­
ligion to herself; she commenced preaching, and 
was troublesome. If any body did what she 
thought was wrong, she would contrive some way 
to rebuke them; and the worst of it was, our 
guests did not always escape her notice, if they 
drank a little too much, or behaved improperly. 
And such impertinence, you know, would not do 
in a public house, like ours; we should lose our 
custom. So I was obliged to part with her, al­
though I liked the girl, and could trust her in eve­
ry thing.”
“And where is she ?” said the gentleman.
“ She is at service at a near neighbour’s.”
“ Will you send for her ? I wish to see her.”
Jane soon appeared, and the moment she saw
As soon as she became a little composed, she 
was able, in a modest way, to communicate the 
substance of these facts:
“ You remember, sir, how you engaged me to 
say a prayer every day, and how lightly I enter-
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tiledand from that day commenced my task, and offer-1 ly smiled on their, endeavors, for they have been ' qc vnn ,/ave it me: ‘O | rendered instrumental in collecting a very pleasingive it me: ‘Ul reimcicu.Ui,Mu.„«.......Christ’s sake. ! company of young persons, who have beensnatch-
...___ ;d this prayer, cd from the corruption of the world, and pointed,
and laid me down to sleep, 1 began to think of the { at an early period of their existence, to that Sa- 
wickedness of the bargain I had made, of my mi 1 irmina.
• ivps. of mv levity, and solemn mockery. I w
..J the petition regularly, as you gave
Lord,
Amen.
convert iny soul for Jesus 
One nigh , aft r I had offered
I began to think
to the directions and admonitions of the teachers;
I hear the anxious inquiries of those who are taught,
I think of their limited views, of their desires to 
be instructed, and of the numerous infirmities and 
dangers “to which flesh is heir,” and I say, “Even 
thus is it in the Church of Christ. We meet as 
one family, of which Christ is the Head. We as­
semble as little children, to he divinely enlighten­
ed and directed. We are required to yield un­
qualified submission, and our language is, “Lord, 
speak, and enable thy servants to understand and 
to obey!’ and thus it is, that we perceive the gio- 
ry of Jesus; feel our own depravity, and rejoice in 
nd is composed ; the Gospel ‘with exceeding great joy."
The more Sunday Schools are multiplied, the 
more will the best interests of society be secured, 
and the dignity and happiness of man be promot­
ed. They convert the sterility of the wilderness 
into the loveliness and fertility of Eden. They 
are immediately connected with the order and 
happiness of families; with the utility and influ­
ence of society; and with the enlargement and 
harmony of the Church. And if we love and anti- 
cipatethe timewhenall ourdear children and youth 
will he collected in these schools of-Christ, how- 
cheering, how glorious is the prospect! Then 
will the toils and prayers of all that love Zion be 
given to this object. Then the Holy Comforter 
wiil descend, and both teacher and pupil will be
V I-----viour who ever paid peculiar regard to the you g, 
and who sanctions, in the most condescending man­
ner any efforts which are made to direct little chil­
dren to his cross, and to make them partakers of 
the bliss and perfection of immortality. I — 
;reat pleasure in entering the
mo- • 
as
could nottives, of mydistressed beyond -----  _ _sleep; I arose, fell down on my- knees, and began 
earnest; I wept bitterly; I’tried to con-
diat I can tell; I
often 
neat
School to which 
s so quiet, so
so sequestered, that the mi 
, and charmed. The cleanliness of the children; 
: the piety and affection of the teachers; the regu- 
i iaritv that is preserved and the harmony and good
to pray in earnest.; x v _fess all my sins; and found no peace of mind, till j experience great pleasure m emeu I found it in Christ." „ building, where the village Sunday Scl
■ ■■ _ k:„ I I allude is convened. Every thing is
“Well, Jane,” said the gentleman, putting his I 1 “Jlu 
iiand to his purse- mid taking and offering hera llura ’and taking
sovereign, *•! owe you this sovereign. 
“Had I ten thousand sovereigns, sir, said Jane___ _ ici^no „----in tears, lifting her bands with surprise at the of-' ‘ari,t7 •“ •----fer, “ I could never pay you what I owe." ! fecI'n£ that Prevail ’ are peculiarly delightful, and
. . , ‘ . • i produce the most important and beneficial impres-It is possible that some may led an objection sio„s „„ ,he ,ni„d. The of . J
this story on account of the eccentric.and up- I llil)ited. the |o,e„f christ is expt,riene” j,Hthe ha|.
' ” * ** 1 J ---- 11 -‘x-parently cxceptipnable mode adopted by this gen- 
... •_ j—1:^„ with the mind and conscience ortleman in dealing ..... _
Jane. I confess that I have liked the end of the 
story better than the beginning; nor can I ap­
prove of such eccentric methods, as patterns for 
imitation. I have presumed there were reasons 
in this case, which we cannot appreciate 1 ‘
probably Jane betrayed some ruling passion, 
suggested the proposal that was made to her. 
is impossible for us in all cases to judge of pro­
priety, independent of a knowledge of circum­
stances. Whatever might have been the judg­
ment and discretion of the man, his mode of ad-
and that 
hich 
It
mony of devout feeling is developed in all its beau­
ty ; and the beneficial effects of the benevolence of 
the New Testament, are rendered obvious to eve­
ry enlightened observer.
Before the Sunday School, to which I allude 
was established, the children in the hamlet, were 
like pagans—ignorant as brutes—gross and barba­
rous in their habits and characters—addicted to
every thing indelicate, irregular, and profane; but I taught of God. Then multitudes will be “turned 
ever since the school commenced its works of mer-|fi om the error of their ways” to the wisdom of 
cy, the sublimest consequences have resuited.— the just” before they leave the Sunday School.
More than a hundred children have been instruct­
ed. Habits of regularity have been introduced.
dress seems to have been honored ot God; am as j qqie c(1;jjren never clean before, are now so whole- 
it probably grew out ol circumstances, it was not, j some jn their appearance, that it is quite pleasing to 
in that, light, an eccentiicity. f WI’tness the change. Profane and indelicate con-
From the Sunday-School Teacher’s Magazine. 
REFLECTIONS OCCASIONED BY A VISIT TO 
A VILLAGE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
“The harp of heaven
Had lack’d its least, but not its meanest string,
Ilad children not been taught to play upon it,
And sing, from feelings all their own, what men
Nor angels can conceive, of creatures born
Under the curse, yet troin the curse redeem’d.”
Montgomery's Pelician Island.
-----  . associated
■with a well-conducted Sunday School. In the es­
timation of the intelligent, philanthropic, and de­
vout mind, there is every thin
There is something very delightful
J versation, which abounds greatly, I lament to say.
I among children, has been in a great degree check­
ed. The memory has been exercised, and it now 
retains divine truths. The word ot God is regu­
larly perused, though nothing was known of it be­
fore. The children are prepared very materially 
i for the discourses of the ministers,.that they hear, 
i and the Bible is introduced in many instances, into 
the habitations ol their parents, where it would 
j never have entered, had it not been for the opera- 
j tions ct the Sunday School. The day of God, 
too, is hallowed, and many a dear child, who, un-
.... ______ __ der other circumstances, would have spent the
about it that is I Lord’s day in sin, is now on the sabbath found in the
calculated to engage the attention, to interest the ' sanctuary, celebrating the praises of Jesus, and [ 
feelings, to communicate and heighten the noblest' listening to that blessed word, which is ableto make I 
enjoyments, to warm, impress, and benefit the'even the youngest wise to eternal salvation. It j 
heart. No man can despise a Sunday School, who | has much delighted me lately to find that many of 
has witnessed it in active and vigorous operation, the parents have been drawn to the house of God 
Its principles are so decidedly scriptural: its spir- ! through the children attending the Sabbath School, 
it is so catholic and lovely; its objects are so mo j and several of them are now under serious impres • 
mentousand sublime; and the advantages which it! sions by frequenting the house of prayer, 
confers are so numerous, so extensive, so perma- ........
nont, and, it may he added, inestimable, that the
man is to be pitied, whatever his denomination, ca­
pacity or rank, who is reluctant to come forward, 
and patronize Sunday School tuition. How val­
uable have been the operations of these insti­
tutions, in every district, of our country, and in 
every region where their benignant and hallow­
ed influences have been felt! In America, their 
objects have been most justly appreciated, and the 
power they are now exerting among that enlight­
ened and spirited nation, is gigantic and remarka­
ble. And in our own “beauteous and sea girt isle,” 
how wide has been the range of Sunday school in­
struction—what multitudes of ignorant children 
have had the light of Christianity poured into their 
minds, been delivered from all the degradation and 
misery of vice—been fitted to beautify home, to 
adorn society—to shed glory on the Church, and 
lustre on the world!
I have just returned from visiting a village Sun­
day School, and the most delightful and hallowed 
feelings of our nature have been awakened. In a 
small, retired, but beautiful hamlet, where however, 
with all the loveliness of creation, there is nothing 
ot the beauty of the Gospel exhibited in the par­
ish church, a few benevolent and devout individu­
als, whose hearts are animated and warmed with 
the love of Christ, some period since combined 
{heir energies and Christian sympathies to benefit 
jjpjl bless the young, and Providence has gracious-
Call not this an extravagant expectation; but ra­
ther let us rise up to higher efforts of faith, anil 
prayer, and self-denying labor, that we may be 
honored as the instruments of doing something for 
those who shall live and labor when we are dead. 
Therefore, I would say to the enlightened man, to 
the philanthropist, to the genuine Christian, and 
to the minister of truth: Encourage Sunday Schools, 
and you will encourage every thing that is becom­
ing, courteous, orderly, dignified and devout. Sup­
port them vigorously, and you will effectually ad­
vance the cause of truth—diminish the resource* 
of the empire of Satan—materially increase the 
power and usefulness of the kingdom of Christ. 
Children shall offer now—
The fragrant incense of perpetual love,—
And swell the rapture of the glorious song,— 
“Thanks be to God, eternal thanks, who gives 
Us victory through Jesus Christ our Lord!”
Pttu'orth. T. W.
‘Thus children, with their sires, receive the life divine,
And taste the bliss of heaven.”
Whenever, I enter a Sunday School, I always 
think of the church. There we are ail under in­
struction, and we all require much li^it and aid 
from above. Our characters, our ages, our capa­
city all vary; but, if Christians, we all feel our 
weakness, we all lament our ignorance, we all 
mourn over our unhappy tendency ti indulge in 
error, and our united language is—‘Lord, open 
thou our understandings, that we nay perceive 
the beauty and glory of the holy serntures.” As 
the little child requires the tuition tnd guidance 
of his teacher, so do we all need to be taught by 
the Spirit; and what a delightful thoight it is, that 
Jehovah is “the Lord our God, wlo teaches us 
to profit.” He removes the film that overspreads 
our moral vision, and enables us to perceive the 
glory of “the light of life.” He corrects our views, 
dissipates our darkness and enables is to walk in 
the truth which at. once communicates light, and 
freedom and happiness. A genuine Christian will 
never be above learning. After all his efforts,
From the Cincinnati Journal. 
NE CREDE COLOR!.
The waning light of the midnight taper, casts rti 
dim rays upon this warning of a favorite poet: Ne 
crede colori—Trust not to appearances. It is full 
of meaning, let me interpret its language.
Trust not in beauty. Art thou its admirer? 
Trust it not, like the apples of Sodom, though fair 
to the eye, and delicate to the touch it will turn 
to dust and ashes. The chance of finding an hon­
est heart, an unsophisticated mind, beneath a daz­
zling skin and radient eyes, is, to say the most, but 
a poor one.
Art thou its possessor? Trust it not. It may 
possibly advance your fortunes, in this world, but 
tar more probable, it will retard your progress in 
every thing useful and honorable, and will do you 
no good in another world. But as you cannot well 
deprive yourself of it, I would advise you to make 
the best of it. and act and feel exactly as if you 
were destitute of it.
Trust not to flattery. Itfs the master-key of all 
kndsof roguery. It is cultivated by every villian. 
Is he a political caviller? Who is so complete a 
naster of this art;—so finished a performer upon 
this silvery-toned instrument? Is he the betrayer 
♦f innocence? Who so deeply imbued with its 
mhallowed poison, so thoroughly skilled in its de­
testable mockery? If one flatter you for your
his prayers and accumulations of knowledge, his wealth or prosperity, suspect him of a design on petition will be-“ Lori! teachme;” and the more your pocket; if for your character and high- 
he discerns of the bcaity and glory of Christ, the standing, be assured enj/'es jrou, and would de-
more anxious will he feel to have more enlarged' 
and splendid discoveries. These are my emotion; 
whenever, as a minister of the Gospel, I enter i 
Sunday school, where all is order, harmony, ani 
love. I mark thesceie that is presented; 1 list®
prive you of it; if for your wisdom, talents, or 
information, he means to make a fool of you.— 
Under whatever covert he may approach, he 
has some sinister design. If he be a wise man, 
he is not honest; if he be honest, he certainly i«
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not a wise man, and his opinion is worth nothing, 
whatever his feelings may be.
Trust not profession. In most cases, it is a mere 
masked battery. If there be sincerity, actions will 
show it, and it will be time enough to believe, when 
this evidence arrives. 11 the hearts of men could 
be thoroughly exposed, how few would correspond 
to their external inscription. But there is no need 
of deception here. In general, it would be safe 
to judge by contrast, and to Jake every man to be 
the opposite of what he professes to be. But, per­
haps, it is a still better rule, to judge of a man’s 
opinions and intentions by his interests.
Trust not to the gay and dissipated. Believe me a 
lie works under every smile; thought is struggling 
and panting for its own annihilation, and under 
the bright and joyous aspect of the sunny-day 
lurk broad, black, and thick clouds that will at 
last burst forth in moral desolation. However 
insinuating may be the address of these votaries 
of pleasure—however agreeable their society— 
however near their connexion avoid them as you 
would the poisoned chalice. Touch not, taste not 
handle not, is the only motto here. Think not 
thatyou can trust your resolutions, your principles, 
your pride of character. This mistake has a thou­
sand times been fatal, and will be so a thousand 
times again. May you not be its victim.
Once more; trust not yourself. There is not a 
greater deceiver on the earth, than man’s own self. 
He will bring himself to believe any thing, to do 
any thing, to be any thing, and (he while think 
himself the most honest and honorable being on 
the earth. The mistake lies in taking his feelings 
for a guide, instead of his judgment itself, wilful­
ly and inexcusably perverted. The only remedy, 
is that amount of self-denial and conscientiousness, 
which is the result of Christian principle.
But is there no object of confidence and trust? 
Yes! TrustGoD. Steer by the star of Bethlehem. 
Trim your sails for the port of heaven, and what­
ever storms or tempests arise—whatever shallows 
or rocks may be in your course, you will never 
founder or ship wreck. Fix your eyes upon the 
beacon of Christian hope, and no false light shall 
lead you astray. Place yourself under the pro­
tection of him who cannot be deceived, and even 
your own hearts shall never fatally delude you.
From the Boston Recorder. 
AMERICAN REVIVALS.
I have read twice or thrice the article under the 
above title in the last Recorder, [Sept. 18.] and 
1 shall be thankful if by referring to it I may in­
duce any of your readers who may have passed 
it hastily, to read it again—nay, to study it. It 
affords some lessons which if well learned would' 
be of immense use to the American Churches. 
Having had some personal acquaintance with the 
state of things in Great Britain, I have been long 
cortvinced that our countrymen have underrated 
the progress of religion there—have overrated our 
own. Your article affords the elements for cor­
recting our mistake.
According to the Reviewer, the gross increase 
annually of the Congregational and Baptist Church­
es in Great Britain may be given at 8 per cent.— 
that is, 8 a year, if the Church consists of one 
hundred, and the congregation of four hundred. 
The reviewer supposes that a general view of 
American Churches would give a more favorable 
result. But does any well-informed American 
suppose so? I have before me, while I write, a 
church roll of 170—perhaps of 150 resident mem­
bers. This church has been blessed with several 
revivals from the year 1808—and perhaps more 
blessed than the average. I find on counting the 
roll for 25 years, that the average addition has 
been eight a year—very like the result which the 
reviewer gives us. This church has received an 
accession at four or five revivals much the same 
as a church similarly situated on the other side of 
the water, without any revival.
So much for statistics. But leaving them—the 
truth may be made palpable by asking two ques­
tions. First: If the English Churches fall so far 
short of our rapid increase as we have been wont 
to think, how comes it that they are actually so 
numerous and so powerful as to extend their influ­
ence over the world? The truth is, that the Eng­
lish Churches have enjoyed a revival for thirty 
years past, equivalent to our revivals, or nearly so, 
or they would not vow be what we know they are. 
Whoever wishes to have a just view of that revi­
val may read the preface to Wilberforce's Practi­
cal View, written by the present Bishop of Cal­
cutta, the Rev. Daniel Wilson. The other ques­
tion is—If our revivals have increased our church­
es far beyond the rate of the increase i-n England, 
where is our host, which for thirty years we have 
been mustering so much faster than our brethren 
on the other side of the water? The plain truth 
is, we have infinite reason to he thankful for the 
results of our revivals compared with our dead 
and barren intervals—but not that we are favored 
beyond our evangelical brethren in England.
If it be asked, What evil results from our mis- , 
take as alleged in this article—I answer, We are j 
encouraged by it, in our gross and lamentable neg- -j 
lect of the continued appliances which constitute ; 
the power of British Christians. We sit down i 
prayerless and inactive—neglecting all the com-) 
mon opportunities of usefulness three-fourths of! 
our time, because on extraordinary occasions we I 
are so eminently blessed; when at last we find 
that we have but kept pace with the more even 
and steady progress of our brethren abroad.
The facts give an important lesson to both coun­
tries. It is folly for either to say—our progress 
is best. The wisdom of both is, to strengthen 
their stakes and lengthen their cords, and with all 
their might to stretch forth on the right hand and 
on the left. British Christians may learn from us 
to add to their constant diligence energy and 
speed, which at wide and uncertain intervals have 
brought us up with our foreign brethren.
I might proceed to the question of the superi­
ority of American preaching—of which I perceive 
the reviewer seems to- have a less favorable view 
than has been reiterated so unhappily for a few 
years. But I forbear. I say only—we, at least, 
should have acted more wisely to have waited till 
the next century, until our praise should have 
come from other men. For my own part, I have 
wondered whom our travellers may chance to have 
heard—when I remember the preaching of Wil­
son, and Simeon, and Waugh; or what they have j 
read as the specimens of the British pulpit. Even I 
Dr. Chalmers—of whom it has been lately (I think 1 
unkindly) ptophecied that nothing but moral les-' 
sons are to be expected—even Dr. Chalmers, to i 
the servants and laborers of Kilmany, as well as ' 
to the gentty of Glasgow, used to know how to 
appeal in al the tenderness, and in ail the terror of 
the Gospel of Christ. At Kilmany at least he 
seems to ham come to his people in the fulness 
*of its blessiijgs. S. S.
PAGANISM OF THE ROMAN CHURCH. 
j.One of the remarkable features of the idolatry 
qf the churci of Rome, consists in the deification 
of *he Virgin Mary, who is not only saluted with 
titles as augiEt as the goddesses of pagans, such 
as Deipara, Regina Cselorum, Domina Angelo- 
rum, &c., but who has the expressions peculiar to 
the Saviour applied to herself, so that she is call­
ed the gate (F salvation; and it is asserted there 
is no one who can be saved, “0 most holy Vir-! 
gin, but through thee." “The Saviour is represen-! 
ted as ready to destroy the world with his just! 
vengeance,"bat Mary, by her interposition and' 
intercession, averts his deserved wrath. On the 
high altar of a Chgrch a. Ghent, there is a pic­
ture by Rubens, thus desciibed by .Sir Joshua 
Reynolds:—Christ, with Jupiter's thunder and 
lightning in his band, detmnding vengeance on a 
wicked world, represented ly a globe lying on the 
ground, with the serpent wined round it: this 
globe St. Francis appears t» be covering and de­
fending with his mantle, "he Virgin is holding 
Christ's hand, and showing ler breasts, implying, 
as 1 suppose, the right she as to intercede, and 
have an interest with him wlom she suckled. In 
this and in other instances, frequent among the 
papists, Chtist ceases entire! to be the Saviour of 
the world, and his place issuplied in their deluded 
imaginations, either by the eified virgin, or some
favorite saint.
The comformity of the papists to the pagans 
is very observable in the holy water which the 
papists themselves derive from the pagan tem­
ples; and the lighting up lamps, which the 
Christian Father Lactantius derides as the folly of 
the heathens. “ They light up candles to God," 
i says Lactantius, “as if he lived in the dark; and 
do they not deserve to pass for mad men who offer 
lamps to the author and giver of light?”
But it is not only in particular rites, but in the- 
' whole form of worship, that the resemblance be­
tween the idolatry of ancient and modern Rome 
consists.
In their very priesthood they have contrived, 
one would think, to keep up as near a resemblance 
as they could to that of pagan Rome. And the 
sovereign Pontiff, instead of driving his succession 
may with much more reason, and a better plea,’ 
style himself—the successor of the potifex Max­
imus, or chief priest of old Rome, whose authori­
ty and dignity was the greatest in the republic, 
and who was looked upon as the arbiter and judge 
of all things civil as well as sacred, human as 
well as divine; whose power, established almost 
with the foundation of the city, as an omen, (says 
Polidore Virgil,) and sure presage of that priestly 
majesty by which Rome was once again to reign as 
universally as it had done before by the force of 
arms. But of all the sovereign Pontiffs of pagan 
Rome, it is very remarkable that Caligula was the 
first who ever offered his foot to be kissed by any 
who approached him, which raised a general indig­
nation through the city to see themselves reduc­
ed to suffer so great an indignity. Those who en­
deavored to excuse it, said that it was not done 
out of insolence, but vanity, and for the sake of 
showing his golden slipper, set with jewels. Sen­
eca declaims upon it in his usual manner, as the 
last affront to liberty, and the introduction of a 
Persian slavery into the manners of Rome. Yet 
this servile act, unworthy either to be imposed or 
complied with by man, is now the standing cere­
monial of Christian Rome, and a necessary con­
dition of access to the reigning Pope; though de­
rived from no better origin than the frantic pride 
of a brutal pagan tyrant. Great light would be 
thrown upon Popery by a well written history of the 
lives of thcPopes. “ Take care whatyou are about,” 
said one cardinal to another, when proceeding to 
vote, “you are going to give a sort of a God to the 
earth.” But, notwithstanding this caution, and the 
strong reasons for it; the cardinals have not been 
nice in their choice of successors to St. Peter; and 
it affords a curious picture of human nature in 
the variety of situation in which it may be placed, 
to see sometimes an idiot exalted to the chair of 
infallibility—an infidel breathing out flames and 
slaughter against every departure from the incred­
ible dogmas of Popery, a libertine doing penance 
for bis former debauchery, by being placed at the 
head of the Romish Church,— or a chief of ban­
ditti wielding the two swords of St. Peter, while 
he maintains the tone of paternal affection and 
benediction, and is ever speaking in the language 
of the prince of peace.—Douglass.—Pres.
From the Sunday-School Journal. 
EFFECTS OF JUDGMENTS.
The assertion that divine judgments are seldom followed 
by reformation, has been very generally confirmed in the ex­
perience of this country during the prevalence of the cholera. 
From other countries the report is the same. A narrative is 
given in the London Christian Observer fjr September, of the 
ravages of tiie cholera in the township of Bilston, in England.
In a population <)/ less than 15,000, there where 3568 cases 
and 712 deaths, shut the distress was appalling. The article 
thus concludes.
“As Christian Observers, the question has fre­
quently occurred to us,in reading the preceding nar­
rative, what effect this awful visitation of Divine 
Providence had upon the survivors. We were 
not sanguine in our hopes; for, judging by expe­
rience, the hearts of men are not easily moved to 
serious and permanent thoughts of the soul and 
eternity, either by the most alarming judgments 
or the most gracious mercies; and it is only as the 
Holy Spirit softens them that they become suscep­
tible of religious feeling. Mr. Leigh s statement 
is as little hopeful as we had anticipated. “ With 
shame and sorrow,” he says, “I confess, that I can 
see nothing like proof remaining of religious im­
pressions, or religious improvement. Whilst the
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pestilence was raging in all its deadly 
whilst ‘the hand of the destroying angel’ was do-I 
ing its appointed work, and our fellow mortals were i 
falling bv our sides on the right hand and on the J 
left; I willingly admit there were, in every class, a1 
seriousness of demeanour and correctness of con­
duct befitting the awfulness of our situation; and : 
how could it have been otherwise? The mariner j 
when the storm is up, and the thunders roll, and 
the lightnings flash, and death stares him in the face, 
whatever may have been his former life, calls upon 
his God for mercy and deliverance. It may then 
be said of him with perfect truth, “behold, he 
prayeth.’ But when the Lord ‘rebukes the wind 
and the sea, aad there is a great calm,’ then the 
tempest, and the Ruler of the tempest, are alike 
forgotten. I fear that it was thus at Bilston. With 
the terrors of death and judgment before our eyes 
we were ready to recognize the power of the 
Most High, and fly to Him and the Saviour, for 
protection and forgiveness. But when the pesti­
lence had ceased, then, the God who sent it in 
‘His wrath,’ and removed it in ‘His mercy,’ was 
no longer in “all our thoughts.’ The same indif­
ference to ‘heavenly things’ as heretofore, was soon 
visible amongst all ranks—the rich and the poor; 
and the message from Heaven seemed disregard­
ed. It is painful to make this representation; but 
in a matter of such moment I cannot, and I dare 
not with hold the truth. Of the adjoining parish- 
ishes I am solicitous to say as little as possible; 
but it is a melancholy fact, that, during the many 
years I have acted as magistrate in this populous 
district, there never have been brought before my 
valued friend and colleague, the Rev. J. Clore, and 
myself, at our Petty Sessions at Bilston, so many 
cases of iniquity, from all quarters, as within the 
last six months! My heart sickens at this humilia­
ting recital, and I tremble to think what must fol­
low, if we thus ‘despise the riches of God’s 
goodness, and forbearance, and long suffering’ to­
wards us.”
From the Churchman. 1
“A correspondent writes:—“I observe in the 
Churchman of the 21st, [September,] an extract 
from Silliman’s Tour through England, containing 
an anecdote of Hume. Mr. Silliman’s work on 
its appearance was reviewed in the Quarterly, (of 
1816, I think,) and this passage is quoted. . A let­
ter was addressed to the Editor of the Quarterly, 
showing by reference to dates, that this story was 
entirely untrue. The article alluded to being writ­
ten by Mr. Southey, was reprinted in the late ‘Es­
says Moral and Political’ of that gentleman, togeth­
er with the letter disproving this fact.’
We inserted the anecdote as we now insert the 
contradiction of it without intending to vouch for 
the correctness of either. We agree with our cor­
respondent, though for a different reason, that “ the 
circumstance if true, would pass for little.” The 
calmness or agitation with which a man meets 
death, is no proof either of the (.ruth or falseness 
of the opinions by which he governed his life, but 
only of the sincerity with which he embraced them, ; 
and of their efficacy or inefficacy to support and I 
console the mind. “ Too much stress has, we ap- j 
prebend, been laid by all parties on the firmness 
with which their respective adherents have met 
their last hour. Composure in that awful moment 
may arise from various and even opposite causes. 
Natural fortitude, a habit of great submission to 
what is inevitable, a morbid insensibility, a regard 
to decorum and even to posthumous character, will 
produce it. Still more frequently will it originate, 
in ignorance of the guilt of sin, and of the purity 
of the divine nature, in habitual insensibility of I 
conscience, or in self-righteous confidence. In a| 
word, let a high idea of the mercy of God, with-! 
out a regard to his justice, be combined with a low ! 
standard of morals, and the result, in almost every ! 
case, will be exemption from uneasiness respect-' 
ing a future state. Hence we may account for 
the similar indifference which persons of very dif-, 
ferent religious systems have exhibited at the pros-■ 
pect of death. The soldier braves its approach,! 
the savage exults in its tortures, the enthusiast 
greets it with rapture. Ilume was sportive in his 
last hours, and Rosscau comtemplated his dissolu-;
violence; j sion with pleasure. It is remarkable that the Scrip­
ture nowhere lays any stress upon the feelings 
which distinguish the hour of death, or holds up 
any remarkable example of a death-bed scene as 
a model of imitation, or a proof of true religion.”*
* From an obituary notice of Dr. Priestly in the Christian 
Observer for April, 1804.
THE YOUTHFUL DUELLIST.
“ I should rather hear of your death than cf your 
dishonor,” said Capt. Fowler to his son Charles, a 
fine youth of 18, as he was about to proceed to
his station as midshipman on board the ship ------,
at------—. “ Remember my words, ray son, death
is better than disgrace.” “Never fear, father,” 
replied Charles, with an assumed smile as he em­
braced afond mother and three lovely sisters; “ne­
ver fear that your Charles will disgrace the dear 
friends he leaves behind him.” Then as his man­
ly form and intelligent countenance, distinguished 
by extraordinary beauty, disappeared from the 
view of his idolizing family, a feeling of desolation 
catne over their hearts like that of death, nor could 
the patriotism that induced them to give their as­
sent to the step he had taken, nor the prospect of 
martial glory, which they had fondly hoped would 
attend his career, now that he was consigned to the 
chances of war, reconcile them in the least to the 
painful seperation.
But Charles, buoyant with youth and hope, jour 
neyed away to his station in high spirits, regaling 
his mind with bright pictures of the future, and 
anticipating an active part in many “a deed of 
noble daring,” in which he would signalize himself 
among the heroes of his country.
When he arrived at his destined port, a short 
time only sufficed to ingratiate himself with his 
superior officers, and to secure the admiration and 
enthusiastic regard of his fellow midshipmen.— 
Among the latter was Edward L.,to whom Charles 
became particularly attached. In mind and man­
ners they were congenial; but in stature Charles 
had much the advantage. Arm in arm, they were 
often seen walking along the shore, visiting the 
same haunts, partaking of the same mess, and, in 
fine, they were inseparable companions. The ves­
sel was detained in port longer than was expect­
ed; so that during six weeks, time often hung hea­
vy on the active mjnda of these aspiring youth.— 
Both Charles and his friend were unaccustomed to 
scenes of dissipation, being recently from places 
of education; but they were bantered into com­
pliance with excesses, even in this incipient stage 
of their career.
On an occasion of this kind, when the glass was 
passed rapidly around, and inebriety heightened
the tone of argument, and strengthered the per-Heemed, and how abundantly they have been bles- 
tinacity o( opinion, Charles and Edward happen-; sed by the Holy Spirit.en
ed to be on opposite sides of a debate. A sharp 
altercation ensued between them, when Charles 
arose from the table flushed with wine and anger, 
saying, “Itis false; by heaven ’tis false; and were 
it not for your inferior size, 1 would chastize you 
for your insolence on the spot.” “if that is all,” 
said Edward, with a haughty sneer, “it can be easi­
ly remedied. Choose your weapons and meet me 
forthwith.” Seconds were chosen, aid this infat­
uated company were in a short time, on a retired 
spot ashore; and the setting sun threiv his farewell 
beams across nature’s most beautiful scenery in 
spring; they also glanced over the marred and 
agonized visage of the mortally wounded Charles.
The night hut one succeeding this fatal evening, 
Captain Fowler was bone rapidly on towards a 
scene which was to liar/ow up his inmost soul.— 
His parting injunction t) his son now sounded in 
his ears like a death kndl, and he would have gi­
ven worlds and life itsef, to recall the innocence 
and happiness of that ttcent period.
But time, which evey moment brought anguish 
unutterable both of bidy and mind, to the hapless 
Charles “and lessenedof his life the little span,” 
at length brought the equally wretched father to 
the couch of his dyingson.
“ Oh, my father, was|he first exclamation, “have 
you arrived to see yor poor Charles once more. 
But oh, can I not besaved? Must I die now, 
when I just have begul to live? How can I meet
death at this untimely period, in this cruel way? 
How can I meet my God ? Oh that rash act, could 
it be recalled? Honor, what is it? A murderer. 
Oh, father, my distress I cannot long endure; my 
mother, my sisters; your poor Charles; weep not 
dear father; it is all over; farewell.”
Capt Fowler only waited to hear the requiem 
gun discharged over the grave of the lost Charles, 
and then in the resignation of despair, he com­
menced his sad journey home, himself a monument 
and harbinger of w6e. He lived several years; 
but never did the impression of the dreadful scene 
he had witnesesd appear to leave his mind, night 
or day; and long after the event, the passage of 
the mail stage through the village at the midnight 
hour, invariably roused him from his restless slum­
bers, and with sighs and suppressed groans he often 
paced the floor the rest of the night.
He was never known to enjoy quietude, though 
perfectly sane and possessed of competence; me­
lancholy had effectually marked him for her own, 
and if he had made his peace with God, death 
must have been to him an angel of mercy.
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
STANDARD EVANGELICAL WORKS,
Issued by the American Tract Society.
The diffusion of the standard evangelical tvorks of 
Baxter and others has long been regarded as one 
of the choicest means of spiritual good to men. 
Many volumes have been distiibuted by individu­
al beneficence; and various plans have been con­
templated for securing a more general circulation. 
As this object comes within the immediate design 
of the American Tract Society, the Committee 
have felt that it laid a claim upon their attention; 
and the following volumes have been stereotyped, 
and are sold, in neat durable binding, at the cost 
of prices annexed: viz.:
Volumes 12mo.
Baxter’s Saint’s Rest, 12mo.
Doddridge’s Rise and Progress, 12mo.
Volumes 18mo.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with engravings,
Persuasives to Early Piety,
Life of David Brainerd,*
Edwards on the Affections, (re-written)* 276 
Baxter’s Call, with Chalmers’ Preface,
Alleine’s Alarm to the Unconverted,
Evidence of Prophecy, with engraving 
Life of Rev. Samuel Kilpin,
Family Hymns,
Cotton Mather’s Essays to do Good,
Beecher’s Sermons on Intemperance,
The following are now in the press :
Baxter’s Dying Thoughts,
Flavel on Keeping the Heart, 108 121-2 18
Flavel’s Touchstone of Sincerity,
A volume of testimony might he adduced show­
ing how highly many of these works have been es-
Pages. O Sheep.
272 S 37 1-2
. 280 “ 37 1-1 
W
376 g. 37 1-2
360 32
360 32
i* 30
160 20
168 121-2 20 
s,» 144121-2 20
156 121-2 20
216 121-2 20
108 121-2 18.
108 10
 
In a letter addressed to the Committee by the 
Rev. Ur. Alexander, of Princeton, he says, “I 
rejoice to learn that the Committee of the Ameri­
can Tract Society are turning their attention to 
the preparation and circulation of small bound vol- 
\ times. These are as really Tracts (Treatises) as 
any of the pamphlets or sheets sent forth from the 
institution. Many are prejudiced against small 
Tracts, who have no such prejudice against bound 
volumes; and the greater durability of the latter 
is an important argument in their favor. I have 
attentively read over the list of books which the 
Committee have already put into circulation, and 
the selection meets with my cordial approbation. 
Works of a more evangelical and spiritual kind 
do not exist; and I am gratified to see that they 
are printed and bound in a neat and handsome 
style. I am deeply persuaded that great public 
benefit will arise from the appropriation of a por­
tion of your funds in this way. When I consider 
how many copies of ‘Doddridge’s Rise and Pro­
gress,’ ‘Baxter’s Call to the Unconverted,’ ‘Alle­
ine’s Alarm,’ ‘Edwards on the Affections,’ and 
such like works, will be circulated through the
* The Life of Brainerd is that by! President Edwards, some­
what abridged; the Treatise oh the affections is as re-written 
by Ellerby with some corrections made on a careful collation 
with the original; and the Evidence of Prophecy is reprinted 
from an abridged London edition. The other editions are tha- 
sameas those in general circulation, with no essential omission 
or alteration.
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whole length and breadth of this land, I am filled 
with pleasing anticipations of the good which your 
Society will be the means of accomplishing. I do 
sincerely hope that the Committee will persevere 
in the prosecution of this object. I did think it 
important that a society for the circulation of re­
ligious books should be formed, but I do not see 
why the American Tract Society may not manage 
this whole concern more economically and suc­
cessfully than any now society. The success which 
has already attended your efforts in this way is cal­
culated to inspire you with confidence to go on in 
the name of the Lord.”
The late Rev. Dr. Wilson, of Philadelphia, 
when in his sinking health he retired from the city 
to die, was found with the Bible and the Saint's 
Rest on his table, the latter of which, next to the 
former, he said he found the sweetest and most 
profitable companion, as he was drawing near the 
heavenly Canaan. To this work Baxter himself 
used most frequently to refer in his later years for 
his own spiritual benefit; and it has been blessed 
to a long train of individuals in all succeeding 
ages, and will doubtless continue to be read and 
blessed, down to the day of millennial glory.
When, by the bequest of the lamented Philips, 
the same volume was placed simultaneously in 
every family in a town in Massachusetts, the pas­
tor, Rev. Dr. Edwards, stated that its influence 
on the people was very perceptible, like a gentle 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
The superintendent of a Sabbath school in Pro­
vidence, R. I., who presented to ten young ladies 
each a copy of Doddridge's Rise and Progress, ob­
tained satisfactory evidence that this work, in con­
nexion with other means employed, was blessed 
by the Holy Spirit, in leading them a/Z to the Sav­
iour, and the librarian of a college at the West, 
during a revival of religion, remarked that this 
work was apparently the means of spiritual good 
to every inquirer who gave it a serious perusal.
The Rev. Dr. McCarteeJ of New-York, sta­
ted in a public meeting, that when engaged with 
a fellow student in the eager pursuit of law, they 
met one evening, one of them having the /?«<? and 
Progress in his pocket, and the other the Saint's 
Rest lying on his table; and mutually found that 
the attention of both had been powerfully arrest­
ed by these volumes. One of them, after a short 
life of piety, entered into rest; the other yet lives 
to proclaim the Gospel to dying men.
The Pilgrims Progress has been read more ex­
tensively perhaps than any other work in the Eng­
lish language. It at once attracts the thought­
less, and instructs the ripened Christian.
The Persuasives to early Piety, (by Rev. J. G. 
Pike,) is thought more to resemble the writings of 
Baxter, in its solemn and moving appeals, than 
any other work written in the present age. A 
clergyman in Pennsylvania believes that the day 
of judgment will show that one copy of this work 
was spiritnally blessed to a number of young per­
sons in his congregation.
It was from the Life of Brainerd that Henry 
Martyn and a host of others who have blessed the 
Churches at home and toiled in heathen lands, 
drew pre-eminently the spirit of Christian mis­
sions; and to them and thousands of others it has 
been equally blessed in kindling the flame of per- 
1 sonal piety.
The Treatise on the Affections, which is consid­
ered by many the best of Edwards’ productions, 
is almost universally regarded as a great standard 
work on Christian experience and the evidence of 
saving conversion. The Touchstone, by Flavel, is 
admirably adapted to the same end; as is his 
Keeping the Heart, to the cultivation of piety, and 
growth in grace.
Of the Call to the Unconverted, 30,000 were 
printed in a little more than a year after it was J 
published; it was translated into several langua­
ges before the author’s death, and he considered 
it the most useful of all his works, except the Saint’s 
Rest. Alleine's Alarm is of a kindred character, 
and scarcely less awakening and powerful.
The Essays of Cotton Mather presents to the I 
reader the great principles by which his efforts to 
do good should be governed; the native Kilpin ex­
hibits those principles successfully carried out in 
active life; aad the Dying Thoughts of Baxter are
designed to lead to a constant preparation for the 
exchange of worlds. The Evidence of Prophecy pre­
sents an argument for the truth of revelation that 
should be in every hand. The Family Hymns are 
a selection well adapted for worship in the fami­
ly, the social circle, and the closet. The Sermons 
on Intemperance guard against that sin by the most 
overwhelming considerations.
Who can refrain from the wish that such works 
a sthese may be placed in every family ? What fam­
ily of children, educated with such hooks in their 
hands, and familiar with their contents, will fail 
of receiving impressions, which, accompanied by 
the spirit of God, may lead to a blessed immortali­
ty! The Rev Dr. Porter, of Andover, in his pre­
face to a new edition of a kindred work, says that
Loungers are always unhappy themselves and 
their presence make others so.
• - Loungers are invariably in mischief,because they“up to the age of twelve years he had never seen , |iave no other employ. Mice, rats, thieves and 
a bad book,” and adds, thatLthe impression made | |inrr„
on his mind by the Saints Rest “probababiy had 
more efficacy in the formation of his subsequent 
moral and religious habits than any other means, 
except parental influence;” and early in his min­
istry, it became his settled purpose to “read a pas­
sage daily, if it were but a single page,'in some 
spiritual writer of this class,” as essential to keep­
ing his heart near to God in the preparation of his 
sermons, and his other duties.
Many children have received from pious pa­
rents, one of these volumes as a dying bequest, and 
kept it for years as a precious and sacred memorial.
The Committee hope that every parent, and the 
heads of all establishments embracing a number• wi. UU vo uiiouuicutO CUIUI clCUljr U liUinu  ~ 4-1^ • /• n ° ° °--- ----
of the young will do whatever shall be found nrac-• i , wf’ iraj?atienc® of restraint and neglect of 
c_ • i. .i .i . * i duty. Where do von hear vii <rnr nn,! i.,,.ticable, to furnish them with these volumes
They hope that Ministers of the Gospel will pro­
mote their circulation throughout their respective 
congregations and the population generally among 
whom they are called to labor.
They look to all the Society's agents to further 
his object as much as is in their power. And it 
appears to them that a number of intelligent and de­
voted young laymen might be usefully employed in 
thesole business of extending the sale to families in 
townships and counties,where otherwise these pub­
lications would not probably soon, if'ever, reach.
The extensive demand hitherto made for these 
volumes—about forty thousand having already been 
sold—affords encouragement for further effort; and 
when it is considered that about one thousand were 
sold within three townships, it will be seen at once 
how extensive a circulation might be obtained with 
proper "effort throughout the United States, and 
how little has yet been done for its accomplish­
ment. And the committee are happy to believe 
the circulation of these volumes, however far it 
may be prosecuted, will in no degree ultimately 
interfere with the circulation of Tracts accompanied 
by Christian effort and prayer; or limit the contri­
butions for sending Tracts to the heathen ; or curtail 
the operations of booksellers. Evangelical knowl­
edge, like the light of heaven, may be every where 
diffused without fear of injury. If by this, and 
all other means, through the blessing of God, a 
generation of sanctified readers can be reared up, 
they will be a generation ready to every good word 
and work, and will certainly call for an amount of 
reading in all the apartments of useful knowledge 
that has hitherto had no parallel.
By order and in behalf of the Executive Com­
mittee of the American Tract Society:
James Milnor Chairman.
William A. Hallock, Cor. Secretary.
Nero-York, Sept. 4, 1233.
Allffublidations of the American Tract Society 
may be obtained at No. 5, Cornhill Boston.
*#*The following bound volumes of Tracts, 
Pocket Manuals, &c. have also been published by 
the Society, viz:
TRACTS AND CHILDREN’S TRACTS.
Pages. Size.
400 12mo-
133 12mo-
400 12mo.
400 12ino.
256 48ino.
256 22mo.
250 lSmo.
286 32mo.
192 64mo.
176 64mo.
123 64mo.
Nine Tract vols. with Index to the set. 
Same Tracts in 27 vols, - 
Christian Reader, for schools,
Vol. 1, German - 
Children’s Tracts, Series I, - 
“ « “ II, III,
« « “ IV V
POCJTET MANUAL*. 
Daily Scripture Expositor, - 
Djily Food for Christians, - 
Mason’s Crumbs, - - - - -
Heavenly Manna, -
Daily Texts, a pocket companion, 
Diary, being Daily Texts irrterl’v’d. 
Gems of Sacred Poetry, - 
Dew Drops, being a Text for each day,
MISCELL AXEOU8.
Tract Magazine, -
Boatswain’s Mate, -
Burder’s Sermons to the Aged, - 
Life of Newton, - 
Do. of Leighton, ----- 
Do. of Swartz, - - - _ .
Persuasives to Early Piety, abridged, -
128
256
256
128
1,56
152
118
120
61
61
236
61mo.
61mo.
61mo.
128mo.
I2mo.
12mo-
12mo.
18dm.
12mo.
12mo.
32mo.
A CHAPTER ON LOUNGERS.
One lounger takes up more room than two la­
borers.
borrowers themselves, are a less intolerable and 
destructive species of animals than loungers.
If you wish to injure your credit—lounge.— 
No man of sense will ever trust you a sixpence, 
after having detected you in lounging.
Lounging should be classed among the great 
national evils that require to be removed.
If nothing else can effect a cure, there should 
be established a great national anti-lounging socie­
ty, with auxiliaries in every city, town village, ham­
let, and—printing office—in the country.
When do people first begin to visit the grogshop 
—the bar room—the porter house?—when they 
first learn to lounge. Lounging begets idleness,
t .   y u  ulga  a d profane lan­
guage? Among loungers. Who waste the pre­
cious hours of the Sabbath? Loungers. For 
what purpose were theatres and playhouses invent­
ed? For the edification of loungers. Who loi- 
cer around ten pin alleys, billiard rooms, race 
grounds, and cock pits? Loungers. Why cannot 
slavery be abolished? Because loungero, who can­
not earn their bread by the labor of their own 
hands, must he indulged in wringing it from the 
heart’s blood of others. Who foment the wars 
that desolate the earth? Princely loungers, with 
whom campaigns are a game of hazard and amuse­
ment—whose dice boards are battle fields—whose 
chessmen human beings.
Why are ail these abuses tolerated in tins age 
of boasted light, and literature, and learning? Be­
cause learned loungers have turned authors for 
their own and others’ amusement, and deluge the 
world, not with their works but with their idleness: 
and because fashionable loungers read to drive 
away thought, and to promote thinking.
Honesty should not lounge—for lounging and 
paying seldom go together. Patriotism cannot 
lounge, for lounging is the nation’s curse. Chris­
tian! dost thou lounge? Up and be doing— 
Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with all 
thy might.—N. E. Farmer.”
REFORM OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.
The question of reform continues to excite in­
terest in Germany. Toward the end of last year 
some remarkable resolutions were passed in a pas­
toral conference of the rural chapter of Offemberg, 
in the grand Duchy of Baden. Among the points 
of proposed reform to which it was determined to 
call the attention of the Archbishop we may cite 
the following: 1. The introduction of a new cat­
echism of the whole Archiepiscopal province. 2. 
The introduction of a ritual or liturgy in the Ger­
man tongue. 3. A revision of the Missal. 4. A 
wise diminution of devotional practises in brother­
hood. 5. The reduction if /lot thex total suppres- 
pression, of processions and prilgrirnages. 6. Ec­
clesiastical confession 7. Fasts and abstinences. 
8. Feast-days. 9. A better organization of the 
superior ecclesiastical authorities. 10. The estab­
lishment of the diocesan synod. 11. A better sys­
tem of education and instruction for young priests. 
— \_Le Protestant.]—Presbyterian.
If once (like Hezekiah) we call in spectators to 
see our treasure, and grow proud of our gifts and 
comforts; then it is high time God, if he loves us 
indeed, to send some messengers to carry those 
away from us, which carry our hearts away from 
him.—Gurnall.
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episcopal visitation.
November 5. Tuesday, Newark, at night.
u 6, Wednesday, Columbus,* do
7, Thursday, Springfield, do
November 8, Friday, Urbana.
« 9, Saturday ) Piqua.
10, Sunday, j
11, Monday, Troy.
«* 12 J13 ( To be disposed of according to circum
« ■
14 f 
1 S 1
stances, after the Bishop reaches Troy.
IO J
1C, Saturday, ) Dayton.
it 17, Sunday, \
te 20, Wednesday,
a 21, Thursday, 1
J. Cincinnati.a 22 Friday,
a 23, Saturday, 1
a 24, Sunday, J
a 26, Tuesday, Portsmouth,* at night.
tt 28, Thursday, Marietta.
December 1, Sunday, Steubenville.
2, Monday, Springfield.
3, Tuesday, Cross-Creek.
5, Thursday, St. Clairsville.
« G, F riday, Morristown.
« 8, Sunday, Zanesville.
9, Monday, Rocky Fork, at night.
* The Bisliop expecting to visit Columbus soon again for 
the consecration of the Church in that place, will stop there 
on the present visitation merely to preach on the evening above 
mentioned.
* The above note is applicable also to Portsmouth.
Theological Seminary, Gambier, Ohio.— I he Episcopal 
l'hcological Seminary connected with Kenyon College was 
opened this day, November 1, under the direction of the fol­
lowing Professors.
Rt. Rev. Charles P. MoIi.vaine, D. D., President, and 
Professor of Church Government and Pastoral Duties.
I
I
Rev. William Sparrow, A- M., Milnor Professor of Sys­
tematic Divinity and Ecclesiastical History.
Rev. Joseph Muknscher, A. M., Professor of Sacred 
Literature.
The following is the Course of Sludies assigned to the seve­
ral classes in the institution, for the current year:—
With the Professor of Sacred literature, the Junior Class 
will study Stuart’s Hebrew Grammar and Hebrew Chrestoma- 
tliy, Winer’s Grammar of the New Testament, and the first 
three Gospels in the original. They will also critically review 
Greek Grammar. In Sacred Exegesis the Students will be 
carried through the Historical Books of the Old Testament 
and the first three Gospels in the New Testament arranged in 
harmony. In pursuing the interpretation of the Old Testa­
ment the authorized English translation will be used at reci­
tation, while reference will he made, whenever it is necessary, 
to the original Hebrew and to the Septuagint Greek version. 
The Students will be expected to consult the most approved 
Commentaries and present the results of their investigation.
The Middle Class will study with the same Professor, the 
Selections from the Hebrew Bible embraced in Stuart’s Course 
of Hebrew Study vol. 2, and attend to the interpretation of 
the books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canti­
cles, in the Old Testament, and of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
in the New Testament.
The Senior Class will study critically the Prophetical. Books 
of the Old I estament, and St. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans.
With the Pro.essor of Systematic Theology, the Junior 
Class will study N itural Religion and Christian Evidences, 
using the first vei.r.ne of Horne's Turoduclion as the text-book 
on the latter branch, with pie occasional study of the authors 
quoted or referred to by Horne. They will also s' n ly with 
the same Professor, Sacred History down to the Christian era, 
using Jahn's Hebrew Commonwealth, v- ‘di constant reference to 
the Bilile, Stackhouse, Shuckford, Prideaux, liussel, &e.
The Middle and Senior Classes will study Christian Theo­
logy systematically a.i.l by subjects, with daily reference to the 
authors who have best treated the several doctrines, Pearson on 
the Creed and Barnet on the Thirty-Nine Articles especially, be­
ing thoroughly read. Ecclesiastical History, they will conti­
nue down from the Christian era in Mosheim, conjointly with 
Milner's Histoiy oj the Church, resorting to other writers for 
more copious infor mation in relation to particular periods.
All the classes will ha required to compose and read at sta­
ted times, dissertations on the subjects they are studying.
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During the whole course all the Students in the Seminary 
will be exercised in Elocution and the composition of Sermons.
The studies to be pursued with the Professor of Church 
Government and Pastoral Duties, coming in at the end or the 
Pourse, will be’announced in due season.
Kenyon College, Oct. 29th.—Prof. Michell gratefully , 
acknowledges the receipt of a box of very interesting fossils, 
from the south-western Chalk District of England—Present­
ed by Thomas Mead, Estj. of Chatley Lodge, V ilts, Eng.
We are requested to state as a comment on the above, that our 
Students and tneir friends, many of whom come from distant 
parts of the Union, would confer a favor on the lnstitntion il 
they would bring with them specimens of the minerals and 
fossils occurring in their neighborhoods. The Prof, of Nat. 
j Science will thankfully acknowledge, and record such dona-
1 tions.
Church in Connecticut.—The annual Convention of this 
Diocese met a few weeks since, hut the icquisite number of 
laymen to constitute a quorum not being in attendance, no 
business was done. A special Convention has been called in 
consequence, to meet at Stratford on Wednesday the 13th inst.
The last, (the 10th) number of the Episcopal Pulpit con­
tains a sermon from the Rev. II. Bi.ackaller, entitled “ Di­
vine truth the Scienco of Sunday -schools,” from Prcv. 19. 2., 
‘‘that the soul be without knowledge is not good.”
REX.XQIOUS XZlTT^XiX^GS'diOZI.
The Rev. John H. Norment, Deaeon, has resigned the 
missionary station at Knoxville, Tennessee, and has removed 
to Athens McMinn county, in the same State.— Churchman.
I The Rev. A. A. Muller, D. D., has been appointed Mis-
; sionary at Clarksville, Montgomery county, Tennessee__ ib.
j The Rev. Charles Williams, D. D., late principal of the
College at Baltimore, having presented letters dimissory from 
the Diocese of Maryland, has been admitted a Presbyter of 
the Diocese of New-Jersey, and resides at Burlington.—ib.
The Rev. William S. Perkins, late minister of St. James’ 
Church, Arlington, Vt. has removed to Bristol, in this state, 
and taken charge of the Church of “ St., James the greater,” 
in that place.—Epitt. liecorder.
Christianity Vindicated----Bishop Hopkins, of Vermont.
has published it duodecimo volume of 174 pages, entitled 
“Christianity Vindicated, in seven discourses on the external 
evidences of the New Testament, with a concluding disserta­
tion.” These discourses have been delivered from the pulpit 
and the extent of their influence is now happily enlarged by 
the instrumentality of the press. They form a valuable ad­
dition to the catalogue of works on the evidences of Christi­
anity. Bishop Hopkins does not of course take so extensive 
a range as many authors who have preceded him, but all that 
he has written on the subject is of sterling value. Many parts 
of his treatise are characterised by an unusual force of argu­
ment and eloquence of expression. The reply to the cavils 
of Rosseau, we may particularly notice as one of the most 
able and convincing arguments we have ever read. The style 
of the work throughout is such as to render its perusal a 
pleasure, and the impressions which it tends to produce are of 
the most salutary character. It will no doubt be the means 
of fixing the attention of many who have too little regard for 
religion to apply themselves to larger and more elaborate pro­
ductions. At the same time the argument which it exhibits 
in favor of Christianity is in itself complete and unanswera­
ble—it would be on any other subject irresistible__ Episcopal
Recorder.
— -
New-York Convention.—The Convention of the Diocese 
held its annual meeting on Thursday, the 3d inst. Divine 
service was performed by the Rev. James Milnor, D. D., as­
sisted by the Rev. Palmer Dyer. The Rev. P. Alexis Proal 
preached from Rom. xvi. 3. The Rev. Thomas Meacham, 
and the llev. Thomas Clark, Deacons, were admitted to the
Order of Priests, and Mr. --------- Griffiths was ordained
Deacon. In the administration of the communion, the Bish­
op of the Diocese was assisted by the Rt. ltev. Levi S. Ives, 
D. D., of North Carolina, and the Rt. Rev. George W. 
Duane, D. D., of New-Jersey. The Convention then pro­
ceeded to business, and 91 clergymen, and 106 lay delegates 
answered to their names__ Churchman.
Eight editions of Dr. Dwight’s “Theology” have been 
published in the United States, and at least thirty in Great 
Britain.—ib
It is time our readers should be apprised of the fact, that 
the Executive Committee have succeeded in obtaining the ser­
vices ot a clergyman for the Mission to Liberia and its vicin­
ity, whose qum.lications and devotedness to the cause in which 
he is to be engaged, justifies the anticipation of the most fa­
vorable results from bis labors.
Lnder these circumstances, how important it is that the 
call from Monrovia on the benevolence of American Episco­
palians, should receive that attention to which it is so pre-emi- 
nentlv entitled: and what disgrace would be entailed upon us 
should we suffer this undertaking to fail for want of that aid 
which we have it in our power to bestow?—Miss. Rec.
I he whole amount on which the Episcopalians at Pensaco­
la can 'calculate for discharging the debt upon their building
is $l,UtW, wtiiie y,l,oou, witii interest irom ixov. i, 
necessary for the purpose.
Under these circumstances, what is to be done? Is a sum 
short of $1,000 sufficient to secure to our brethren the undis. 
puted possession of the bouse which they have erected to the 
lionor of Jehovah, and shall we refuse them this trifling boon? 
Do they call upon us to deliver them from the pain and an­
guish of beholding the desecration of this sacred edifice, and 
will we listen unmoved to the afflicting cry?—ib.
General Theological Seminary—It gives us great pleas­
ure to state, and it will give our distant friends no less pleas­
ure to learn, that this Institution commences the Collegiate 
year with happier prospects than at any previous time. The 
Senior class is at present composed of 13, the Middle class of 
17, and the Junior of 31. These, together with 22 absentees, 
who belon" to the Aliddle clans, make a total of 83 who are at 
present members of the Seminary. New applicants may yet 
be expected for the Junior class.
To this we append the following from the Charleston Gos­
pel Messenger:
“Since its establishment in 1832 at New-York, there have 
been 134 students, 8 of them from Soutli-Carolina; graduated 
G1; matriculated, but did not complete the course of study, 
42; now at the Institution, 31. In the number 8 above, we 
include the Rev. A. W. Marshall, Rector of St. David’s, 
Cheraw, who graduated at the Institution, but whose n3me i» 
omitted in the list recently published by the ‘ associate alum­
ni.’ ”—Churchman.
The Church of the Epiphany'.—At a meeting of the 
friends of the Church, held on the evening of the first inst. 
Alexander W. Johnston was called to the chair, and Isaac 
Hazlehurst appointed Secretary.
On motion, it was
“ Resolved, u That it is expedient to organize this meeting 
into a congregation in connexion with the Protestant Episco­
pal Church in this diocese, to be called “ The Church of the 
Epiphany,” to be located west of Broad street.”
Resolved, “That it is expedient, and that this meeting do 
now proceed, to elect twelve men to serve as vestrymen of 
• said Church; and to continue in office until the Easter Mon­
day subsequent to the first opening of the Church for public 
worship.”
The following persons were duly elected :
Alexander W. Johston, Israel Kinsman,
Casper Morris, John C. Pechin,
Lewis II. Ashhuvst, II. S. II. George,
Jacob Lex, William Musgrave,
Frederick W. Porter, Thomas S. Taylor,
John Andrews, Isaac Hazlehurst.
On motion, the meeting adjourned.
Alex. W. Johnston, Chairman. 
Isaac Hazlehurst, Secretary.
[Episcopal Recorder.
Prom the Episcopal Watchman.
Missionary' Association----At a meeting of the clergy of
the Episcopal Church, in the counties of New London, Wind­
ham, and Tolland, at the bouse of the llev. S. B. Paddock 
in the city of Norwich, on the 10th inst. the Rev. S. B. Pad- 
dock was appointed Chairman and the Rev. L. II. Corson, 
Secretary. A Committee was then appointed consisting of 
the Rev. Messrs. Paddock, Kellogg, and Hallem, to adopt a 
plan for a Missionary Association of the clergy of the abovc- 
numed counties. After a short absence, the Committee re­
ported, and the association unanimously adopted the follow, 
ing:—
We, the undersigned, clergymen of the Protestant Episco, 
pal Church, resident in the counties of New London, Wind­
ham and Tolland, in the Diocese of Connecticut, desirous of 
cultivating in our hearts, and among the people of our several 
cures, fervent piety, and an active missionary spirit; do a^ree 
to, and adopt, the following articles of Association: °
Art. 1. This Association shall be called, “The Missionary 
Association of the Episcopal clergy, in the counties of New 
London, Windham, and Tolland.”
Art. 2. The officers of this Association shall be a President, 
Secretary, and Treasurer, to be appointed annually. j-.
Art. 3. There shall be a meeting of this Association on the 
second Friday of January, April, aiyd July, andon the third 
Fi iday of October, at such hour and place as may have been 
appointed by the same.
Art. 4. At such meetings, public religious services shall be ’ 
performed, and, on the Sunday following, a sermon shall be 
preached, and a collection taken up, for missionary purposes.
Art. 5. The funds of this Association shall be appropria­
ted to the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the 
1 rotestant Episcopal Church, and to the cause of missions in 
this Diocese, at the discretion of the members.
Art. 6. These articles of Association may he altered by a 
vote of two thirds of the members present at any regular meet­
ing. * °
(Signed.)
Adjourned, to meet at New London, on the 20th instant, j 
L. II. Corson, Secretary.
A Christian Community----A gentleman who resides in
one of the pleasantest villages in the Valley of Virginia, 
writes to us as follows: —
“ There are not more than two or three houses in this place, 
where there is not a family altar erected; and I believe I may 
sa.ely say, a pint of any kind of spirits is not to be bought in 
the village—and I have been told that there is not one indivi­
dual in the place who uses the article.”
Christianity, then, can be brought to bear with its pure and 
tiansforining influences, on a whole village, even in these de­
generate days. And how cheering the result! And ho* 
yv idely does the community, noticed in the above extract, diA
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fer from those generally called Christian! Do not most of 
our communities, honored with this epithet, contain spirit.
drinking Christians----- theatre-going Christians----- dancing
Christians—covetous (i. e. idolatrous) Christians—and Chris­
tians who have not religion enough to worship God in their 
families, or to acknowledge and submit to His authority ?— 
Have they enough to save them? Let this question be an­
swered, not from the creed, opinions, or speculations of any 
naan, but from the Bible—the sole arbiter in the case.—Sr. 
Rd. Td.
Indian Missions.—There are in the United States and 
Territories 36 distinct tribes, besides some others whose names 
are unknown. These tribes containing about 430,000 souls, 
reside in 19 states and four territories. In other parts of 
North America, probably 150,000 can be found, making the 
whole number of North American Indians, nearly 580,000. 
The following list, shows the extension of the Missionary ef­
forts now in operation to bring the Indians of these United 
States and territories under the influence of the Gospel.
By whom sent. Tribes. Stations.
Am. B. C. F. M. 10 38
Am. Baptist Board, 6 8
Meth. Epis. Miss. Society, 6 14
United Brethren, 4 7
Epis. Miss. Society, 1 5
Cumberland Presbyterians, 1 2
It will be perceived, that the above extends its benefits only 
within the boundaries of the United States and territories. 
The entire system of means in operation to evangelize the 
North American Indians, supported by Foreign and Ameri­
can Societies were in 1830, 147 stations, 84 missionaries and 
170 teachers. Since that time they have increased with deep­
er interest than in any former period.—R. I Phil.
“It is also much to be feared that like the Aborigines of 
America, the Turks will be the losers by their first contact 
with the civilization of Christendom.”
So says a letter from Smyrna. Messrs. Smith and Dwight, 
the first representatives of the religion of the United States, 
who visited Armenia, found that hogsheads of New England 
rum had preceded them. So slight, comparatively, after eigh­
teen centuries, is the influence of the truth in Christ even 
within the narrow limits of Christendom itself. The spirit 
of trade moves more hearts and with a more entire control; 
is more expansive and enterprising; and enters sooner and 
with more earnestness and zeal into any new field; than that 
modicum of the spirit of Christ, diluted with worldliness and 
distracted and opposed by a thousand unfriendly influences 
even in the hearts it dwells in,—which is apt to be looked up­
on as the standard of Christian character in modern Chris­
tendom. How deep-rooted and all-pervading must be that 
depravity, which has limited to such an extent and for so long 
a time the progress of so mighty a thing as Truth in the 
world!—Bost. Rec.
Conversion of the Prince of Lucca.—This potentate has 
become a Protestant. Charles Louis de Bourbon, Infant of 
Spain, was born at Madrid in .1799. His father was by Na­
poleon made King of Etruria, after the treaty of Luneville; 
lie died in 1803. His mother, sister of the King of Spain, 
became regent of the kingdom, but was obliged to abdicate 
in favor of her son, then a minor, in 1807. The young prince 
received in 1815 the duchy of Lucca, and arriving at majori­
ty in 1819, he assumed the government. The year after, he 
married the Princess Theresa, daughter of Victor Emanuel, 
kill ’ of Sardinia. They had a son in 1823. For some years 
the°l)uke of Lucca has been travelling in Germany, and has 
made little stay in his own dominions. Though his renun­
ciation of Romanism has been denied, yet reiterated testimo­
ny confirms the statement that he has received the commun­
ion, according to the Protestant rites, at the hands ot the Rev. 
Mr. Schmalz, of Dresden.—Presbyterian.
The Mountain Mii.i.er—Of this Tract, (No. 254 in the 
series of the American Tract Society,) one hundred and sixty 
thousand copies were printed on the first set of plates. Edi­
tions of it have also been published in London and in Paris. 
It is now stereotyped anew, and like the •• Dairyman s Daugh­
ter,” the “Conversion of Mrs. Emerson,” and the simple, 
unadorned memorials of what is meant by conviction, conver­
sion, and Christian character, seems destined to altord instruc­
tion to multitudes which no man can’number. We cannot, 
in a brief notice, describe the peculiar excellencies ot this tract, 
and we allude to it chiefly with a view to incite others patient­
ly to gather up facts of a similar character, which have come 
under their observation, and record them for the benefit of 
present and future generations.—N. Y. Obs.
Sleeping Preacher—A little girl of eleven or twelve 
years of age has created some talk among the people of New- 
Haven for several weeks, on account of her propensity to ser­
monize in her sleep. Dr. Griffith has taken an opportunity 
to be present at one of her lectures, and publishes the particu­
lars in detail. Her language of exhortation is really astonish­
ing for one so young; and the curious would like to know if 
she exhibits as much power of mind when awake. After clo­
sing her sermon she repeated a hymn, and reclined, appearing 
utterly exhausted, and remained quiet till, as she appeared to 
suppose, the hymn was sung—She then rose and pronounced 
the benediction in a deeply impressive manner.
Soon after she closed, she awoke with a kind of convulsion; 
and was very much astonished to find so many persons round 
her, and wished to know the cause; and when she was told 
there had been a meeting, she was much grieved and mortified 
that she should have been asleep all the time. She has been 
kept ignorant of the fact that she herself was the preacher— 
Boston Traveller.
New Testament in Burmese—The editor has the plea’ 
sure of acknowledging the receipt of a complete New Testa­
ment in the Burman language, presented by his worthy friend 
and brother in Maulmein, Mr. Oliver T. Cutter, pi inter at 
the mission station there. The volume is handsomely printed 
on good paper, is an octavo of 600 pages, and was neatly bound 
in good leather, by one of the English soldiers. The transla­
tion is by the Rev. Mr. Judson, who is now occupied on the 
Old Testament.. When both Testaments shall be in the 
hands of the reading Burmans, may we not confidently hope 
that a religious influence will pervade the populous kingdom 
of Burmah?—Christian Watchman.
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Gale on Lake Erie—On Thursday last at about 11 o’clock 
A. M. a strong breeze sprung up from the west, and soon 
hauled to the northward and westward, followed immediately 
by a heavy storm of rain, increasing to the greatest gale ever 
experienced on the Lake, end continued with unabated fury 
until two o’clock yesterday morning, blowing down chimneys 
and sweeping off roofs of buildings. The tine block of brick 
stores,of Bonnett, Macy and Williams, just finishingon the’Ter- 
race, were stripped of their heavy tin roofs, or rather, they 
were torn up and thrown into a confused mass; tlie heavy tin 
roofs of the two large stores being finished on the Flatt, be­
longing to Richard Sears were lifted off and fell with a tre­
mendous crash upon Main street. The schr. Alert, Captain 
Randall, is ashore on the beach under the lee of the lower 
pier__ Buffalo Patriot, Oct. 19.
American Quarterly Observer.—The second number 
of the Quarterly Observer, just published, appears, on turn­
ing over the leaves, to be filled with a very rich variety of ar­
ticles; but we have not been able to examine them. There is 
one by the Rev. Leonard Withington, on Hume, as a Histo­
rian ;—one on the punishment of the Cross, anonymous, but 
evidently the work of a Christian and a scholar;—Classical 
Study, as a part of a Liberal Education, by Professor Crosby 
of Dartmouth College;—Dr. Jeffries, of this city, on Phy­
sical Culture, the result of moral obligation ;—English Trav­
ellers in the United States, by Edward Wigglesworth, Esq.;
••—Professor Worcester, of Amherst, on the Qualifications of 
a Critic;—Professor Mark Hopkins, of Williams College, on 
the Argument'from Nature, for- the Divine Existence;—an 
article, anonymous, on the Influence of Moral Truth on the
Understanding;----ar.d Reviews of Professor Longfellow’s
Translations from the Spanish, Gutzlaff’s Voyages, and no­
tices of several other works; Literary Intelligence; View of 
Public Affairs.—Boston Recorder.
Indian Treaty—Fort Wayne, (Ind.) Sept. 28__ Gov.
Porter, Mr. Schemerhom, and Col. Owen, Commissioners 
appointed by Government, are holding a treaty with the Pot- 
tawattomie and Chippewa Indians at Chicago. The object of 
this treaty is the extinguishment of the Indian title to all the 
lands lying between Lake Michigan and the Mississippi, south 
o£ the Wisconsin river. We have been favored with the pe­
rusal of a letter from a gentleman in Chicago, dated the 17th 
inst. which states that the Indians were all assembled, and no 
doubt was entertained but the treaty would be satisfactorily 
concluded.
Columbia College, N. Y.—The annuual commencement of 
this Institution took place on the 8th inst., in St. John’s Church. 
The honorary degree of D. D. was conferred upon the Rt. 
Rev. George W. Doane, Bishop of New-Jersey; on the Rev. 
James H. Gtey, Bishop elect of Tennessee; on the Rev. John 
II. Pindar, Principal of the Codrington College in the Isl­
and of Barbadoes; aryl on the Rev. Charles H. Burroughs, 
Rector of St. John’s Church, Portsmouth, New-Hampshire. 
The honorary degree of L. L. D. on the honorable James 
Emott, late one of the Circuit Judges of the State of New- 
York; and the honorary degree of A. M. on James M. Quin, 
one of the Teachers of the Grammar School of Columbia Col­
lege, and on Mr. David Prentice, Principal of the Utica 
Academy’.
A New Canal.—The New-Yorkers propose to open a new 
channel of commercial intercourse between the cast and the 
west. The New-York Commercial Advertiser states that a 
company is ready, as soon as a legislative grant is made, to 
guaranty the construction of a canal from the Erie canal at 
Rochester, N. Y. to Olean, a distance of 90 miles. Olean 
is on the Alleghany river, at the head of boat navigation, three 
or four miles in a direct course from the Pennsylvania line, 
and two hundred and sixty miles above Pittsburgh. It is 
said, that shortened distance, safety, and despatch are all deci­
dedly in favor of this route, as a medium of communication 
between the east and the west—that, it will not be exposed to 
the snags and sawyers of the Mississippi, nor to the storms of 
the lakes or the ocean.—Bap. Weekly Journal.
Public Deposites.—The Washington Globe of Wednesday 
announces that in addition to the Banks heretofore mentioned 
as places of deposit for the public funds, the following have 
been named by the Secretary of the Treasury: Maine Bank, 
Portland, Me.; Commercial Bank, Portsmouth, N. H.; 
Bank of Virginia, Richmond, Va., Do. Branch of, at Nor­
folk, Va.; Bank of South Carolina, Charleston, S. C.; Plan­
ter’s Bank of Savannah, Savannah, Geo.; the Branch of the 
Bank of the State of Alabama, at Mobile; Planter’s Bank of 
Mississippi, Natchez, Miss.; The Union Bank of Tennessee, 
Nashville; the Franklin Bank of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Broom Girn—Broom Corn is cultivated in the Hadley 
Meadows and about that town extensively this year. Last 
season but little of it was raised, in consequence of the reduc­
tion of prices occasioned by an excess of it being planted the 
preceding year. The stock of brush now on hand is light, 
and the market not glutted, scarcely supplied, and the crop 
this year, will yield well and good prices be sustained. Mr. 
Shipman of Hadley, is one of the most extensive, if not the
largest broom manufacturer in New England. His factory is 
spacious, and- not less than fifty thousand corn brooms we sus­
pect, are annually made and sold by him. Making brooms is 
a striking illustration of the value Of a suitable systematic di­
vision of labor. The handles are made by one set of men; 
the brush prepared by another; tied on by a third; the trim­
ming performed by a fourth; and painting or staining the 
handle, and putting on the finishing touch administered by a 
fifth. In this manner, a broom, which if all the component 
parts successively were made by one man, would cost from 
i seventy-five cents to a dollar, is now afforded, in consequence 
of the proper subdivision of labor, at less than one-sixth part 
of that sum.—Northampton Courier.
The New-Orleans Bee of the 27th ultimo says, “whether 
the epidemic is abating or not, we cannot tell, as we have no 
official report from our Board of Health, but ’he certainty is 
that the number of deaths daily diminishes.” The number 
of interments onthe 25th was 30, and on the 26th 33. On 
the 1st of October the number was 21. The whole number 
of interments in August was 346, and in September 979: to­
tal in the two months, 1316.
Steam Packet to Liverpool.—The keel of a splendid steam 
packet, with four engines, to ply between this port and Liver­
pool, will be laid this week. She will be of a large size; and 
as the enterprise is undertaken by gentlemen of capital, no ex­
pense will be spared to make tlie experiment in the best pos­
sible manner, so that there can be but little doubt of its suc­
cess—N. Y. Mer. Aav.
Bishop England has brought over a bull from Rome, per­
mitting the Catholics to eat meat on Friday and Saturday. 
Hitherto it has been considered irreligious, by this denomina­
tion of Christians, to cat meat on certain days of the week__
Troy Press.
The National Intelligencer, intimates that possibly the next 
Congress will re-charter the Bank in connexion with the sup­
ply Bill: so that if the President vetoes one he must both. 
We doubt if this Administration will like to encounter starva­
tion.
Real and Pcrsoncd Estate in New- York.—The taxable real 
estate in the city of New-York, has been valued by the appro­
priate officers, this year, at $ 114,907,013. The personal es­
tate at $51,474,110. The amount of taxes to be raised on 
the total amount, it is understood, will exceed 800,000 dollars, 
which including the expenses of collection will not vary much
from one half per cent__ The total increase of the valuation
of real and personal estate, since the last year’s report is $23,- 
018,161. The expenses incurred by the prevalence of cholera 
last year, which are to be included in this year’s taxes, we un­
derstand, amounted to nearly $300,000.—Newark Daily Ad­
vertiser.
The stock of rail road to be constructed from Buffalo to 
Black Rock—four miles—has been promptly taken. The 
capital is $100,000, but it is believed that the work can be 
executed for 15,000.
The Rev. John Burk, formerly a Presbyter of the Romi.n 
Catholic church, has lately connected himself with the Prot­
estant Episcopal church, in Virginia. The Catholic presses 
arc endeavoring to blacken his character. The head and front 
of Mr. Burk’s offending is, that like an honest man, and good 
citizen, he has married a wife!
At the wedding of Mr. Johnson and Miss Howe, nt Gran­
ville, Ohio, about $52 were contributed to the cause of mis­
sions. Mr. and Mrs. J. are to embark soon for the Medi­
terranean mission.
The Cincinnati Presbytery, at their late meeting, resolved 
to petition the Synod of Cincinnatito divide that Presbytery, 
on account of its numbers.
Shares in the London University, which co it $425 each 
have recently been sold for $100.
The money paid to the captors of Negroes from the Slave 
Vessels, within the last seven vears, has amounted to $1*370,- 
000.
A circular from H. Gates & Co. of Montreal, under date 
of the 4th instant, communicates the fact that 40,000 bushels 
of wheat have arrived in Montreal direct from Archangel, 
that one or two more cargoes were expected, and consequent­
ly that American wheat and flour were depressed in price.
i'O.IION.
By an arrival at this port, says the New-York Observer, 
London papers have been received to the 6th of Sept.
They contain no news from Portugal later than that pub­
lished last week.
The great storm on the 31st of August and 1st of Septem­
ber had occasioned much damage to shipping in the English 
channel and German ocean, and the loss of several hundred 
lives. The London Times devotes six or eight columns to a 
record of the disasters occasioned by the furious gale. The 
names of no less than 59 vessels appeared on the books nt 
Lloyds most of which were wrecks. In the North Sea seve­
ral large vessels were seen in a dismantled state, with the sea 
making.a clear breach over them.
It is proposed to ship the Polish refugcc»in Gallicia and 
Switzerland, either to England or America; and several hun­
dreds of them are stated to have been already sent to Trieste, 
and were ready for embarkation.
Many of the students at the University of Jena have been 
arrested, on account of the depositions of one Quintin, who 
was concerned in the disturbances last winter. Most of the 
arrests were made in the night Fourteen of the students 
were carried through Weimar, escorted by soldiers.
The French Government were fitting out a new expedition 
at Toulon, to proceed to Oran, in the territory of Algiers, 
where the Arabs were giving them much trouble.
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STANZAS.
Oh! well may ye rejoice!
Ye hear “the busy hum
Of menye hear each other’s voice—
But we are Deaf and Dumb!
Ye hear the babbling brook 
And ever busy mill;
Ye hear the waterfall:—we look,
But all to us is still.
Ye hear the rustling breeze 
At morn’s delightful hour,
Soft stealing through the leafy trees—
We only feel its power.
Ye hear the tempest roar—
Ye hear the ocean waves,
Loud breaking on the rocky shore.
Or sighing in its caves!
Ye hear the tuneful birds,
Sweet warblers to the sun;
The bleating flocks, the lowing herds—
Of these we hear not one.
Ye hear the Sabbath bell 
Proclaim the hour of prayer:
Of Christ, ye hear the preacher teH—
But we deaf list’ners are.
And ye can sing the praise 
Of Him who set us free,
In tuneful notes and thrilling lays—- 
But we must silent be.
Y'et wc too may rejoice
That Christ to earth has come;
For we can hear His still small voice,
Though we are Deaf and Dumb.
Yes, there’s a silent voice,
That tells of Heaven above:
This wc can hear, and we rejoice 
With faith, and hope, anil love.
And though their tuneful parts 
Our voices may not raise;
Yet melody within our hearts 
We make, and God we praise. Genius in Prison.—It was in prison that Boethius com­posed his excellent work on the consolations of philosophy; it 
was in prison that Goldsmith wrote his ‘Vicar of Wakefield;’ 
it was in prison that Cervantes wrote ‘Don Quixote;’ which 
laughed night errantry out of Europe; it was in prison that 
Charles I. composed that excellent work, the ‘Portraiture of 
a Christian King;’ it was in prison that Grotius wrote his 
‘ Commentary on St. Matthew;’ it was in prison that Bucha­
nan composed his excellent ‘Paraphrase on the Psalms of Da­
vid;’ it was in prison that Daniel Defoe wrote his ‘ Robinson 
Crusoe, (he offered it to a bookseller for ten pounds, which 
that liberal eneourager of literature declined giving;) it was 
in prison that Sir Walter Raleigh wrote his ‘History of the 
World;’ it was in prison that Voltaire sketched the plan and 
composed most of the poem of ‘The Hcnriade;’ it was in
,, ,, t. • .i • , , I prison that Fowler wrote most of his ‘Familiar Letters-’ itDear Sir:—It is now more than twenty years since I have I * • • -............. ...... - - Zeners, u
And when we soar away 
To that bright world above;
There we shall sing as sweet ns they 
Who sang on earth his love. 
Columbus, October 10, 1833. J. W. B.
MISCELLANY.
Fire from Water.—From the last number of Professor 
Silliman’s Journal of Science and Arts, the following article 
is copied:
To Professor Silliman.
been in the constant, I may say daily practice of making ex
periments on the decomposition of waier, by mixing wiii. its ^Cn Ot PTp™/T*- ’’"YvA“ W8S F
vapor that of spirits of turpentine, and a great proportion of ! , 11 ° ,'"P e 1 ° ,tnr\ ? wfotean ‘
atmospheric air. In its decomposition byAxplosioi., the ob- >77 ” h.er <';ondlict P™”
I™., w« for mechanical m,™,. n now fi-.e Slr J‘”U 1 ettaS "’rOte the b°(,k °n Called ‘ Fiet.ject was to obtain, for mechanical purposes, a new and first 
moving power that should be perfectly safe, and altogether 
lighter and cheaper than that from steam. With a much less 
proportion of air, the object was to furnish a steady and pleas­
ant flame like that from oil or gas; in both of which objects I 
have succeeded.
The evidence I often observed in the effect of water in com­
bustion made it very certain in my mind that it would be of 
immense benefitvto the community if it could be effected in a 
way that would be regular, simple, and free from difficulties. 
It was this, together with an unconquerable inclination and 
determuiation to follow it through life, if I did not succeed 
short o”t, which made me persevere tor so great a length of 
time. This resolution was perhaps ir
would have been so had I not supposed 
in my own reach.. I have no doubt that I have tried lamps, 
stoves, and machines in more than four thousand different 
forms, for effecting these purposes, and yet not many months 
have elapsed since I have felt entirely satisfied.
The experiments which I have made, have proved practi­
cally, that an engine with a power equal to driving a boat four 
miles per hour, and a rail road car twice that distance in the 
same time, with ten or twelve passengers, may be made for 
one hundred dollars; and that the engine with its preparing 
vessel, (a substitute for the boiler in the steam engine.) need 
not weigh one hundred pounds, and the expense of working 
it will not exceed ten or twelve cents per hour. There are 
certainly no difficulties to be removed. These facts have been 
verified ]
Some
Medical Force of Paris.—It appears from a late return, 
made by the Prefecture of the Seine, that there are at present I 
1652 medical practitioners practising in Paris. Of these, 189 ; 
are Doctors of Medicine of the new school; 36 Doctors of 
Surgery of the same; 109 Officiers de Sante; 258 Midwives;
9 Physicians of the old school; 18 Physicians of other facul-
o a____ tics than those of Paris; 14 Officiers de Sante, with certifi-
r mprudent; it certainly ! cates instead of diplomas; 12 Midwives of the same class; 19 
1 1 had the means with- bore'gn Physicians, authorized to practice; and 300 Practi­
tioners, who have ho qualification. The last item is certainly 
curious—nearly a fifth part of the corps medicale of Paris un­
qualified !—France is so immediately under the care and cog­
nizance of government!—Medical Gazette.
Vocal Clock—“On Monday, April27, 1762,” says Wes- ° 
ley in his Journal, “being at Lurgan, in Ireland, I embraced 
the opportunity which 1 had long desired, of talking with 
Mr. Miller, the contriver of that statue, which was in Lurgan 
when. I was there before. It was the figure of an old mail 
standing fn a ease, with a curtain drawn before him, over 
against a clock, which stood on-the opposite side of the room.
. - . ., , . ,, . „ wvu j Every time the clock struck he opened the door with one hand,
practically and repeatedly before hundreds of people, drew back the curtain with the other, turned his head, as if 
me recent improvements in the mode of constructing looking round on the company, and then said with a clear 
lamps for burning water to produce light and heat, have per- loud, articulate voice, “past one,” or “two,” or “three,” and 
tected the opera ion for these purposes. It now carries de- so on. But so many ca;nc to see this (the like-of which all 
monstrat.on in every torm. Ior mstance, when you ptt but j allowed was not to be seen j„ Europe,) that Mr. Miller was
one-fourth of a gill of spirits of turpentine into the lamp, and 
as much water, and raise the temperature to less than that of 
boiling water, the vapor that comes over will be in the ratio 
of about equal parts of each; if, in the combustion of those 
vapors, a due proportion of air is mixed and inflamed, it will 
in a few minutes boil a two-quart copper tea-kettle. If small
brass wire is brought over and in contact with the flame, it 
instantly drops in pieces; small copper wire is readily melted; 
fine iron wire, if the proportions be right, is instantly inflamed; 
and thin sheejt copper with a small piece of silver or silver sol­
der on it with borax, being exposed to the flame, the silver 
melts in a few seconds, and the copper very soon; and this is 
done while the vapor is not concentrated ill any way, and is­
sues only with a velocity about the same as that of gas in gas 
lights. .
This discovery gives every promise of supplying much 
cheaper fuel, (as a fuel,) exclusive of a clear saving of light 
than any now in use. It is my intention to introduce my 
, lamps, &c. into use as soon as I conveniently can. This must 
i be postponed until I can again leave home, which 1 trust will
I be early in the ensuing summer.
I Oxford, April 14', 1833.
1 Remark__ We have seen some of Mr. Morey’s experiments,
' and can testify to the correctness of his statements, as regards 
j the great amount of heat and light evolved by combustion of 
| the vapor of water mixed with that of spirits of turpentine or 
i alcohol, and duly modified by common air. The results are 
very striking and beautiful, and we can sec no reason why they 
1 should not prove of great practical utility—.Editor.
Important Discovery.—The London correspondent of the 
Journal of Commerce mentions on authority of a Salisbury 
(Eng.) paper, a most important discovery, which, if it real­
izes the anticipations of the inventor, must remove the only 
obstacle to the triumph of steam navigation. This is a new 
mode of producing heat, by which both wood and coal are to 
be superseded. The principal ingredient is water. The only 
material required besides, is something in a liquid form, which 
contains a large quantity of carbon; whale oil, tar, or almost 
any thing of a similar kind, will answer the purpose. As 
! these materials' are put into the furnace simultaneously, and in 
I combination with each other, the one yields its carbon, while 
) the other gives out its hydrogen, and a small portion of at­
mospheric air is th only thing then required to keep them 
in a state of perfect combustion. The whiteness and intensi­
ty of the flame can hardly he imagined by any one who lias 
not seen it, and yet it is so completely under management, 
that in one second it can be reduced or augmented as occasion 
may require. The account states that from the absence of all. 
smoke, chimnies can be got rid of, and that a vessel may, with­
out inconvenience, carry enough fuel to enable her to circum­
navigate the globe. The editor of the English paper also 
states that at the Gas Works at Eymington it had been in suc­
cessful operation three months.— Columbian Cent.
was in prison that Elizabeth of England, and her victim M: 
ry Queen of Scots wrote their best potjms; it was in prison 
Apo- 
prison that 
l ta Mi­
nor;' it was in prison that Tasso wrote some of his most af­
fecting poems. With the/ear of a prison, how many works 
have been written!—Lady's Magazine__ [The list may be ex­
tended. Pelico’s Memoirs are a recent example.]
POTTER,..........FT? A TV * ...
in danger of being ruined, not having time to attend to his 
own business. So as none offered to purchase it, or reward 
him for his pains, he took the whole machine to pieces.”
Hill or Iron—This hill is situated in Brazil, on the left 
of the road from Queloz to Villa Rica, rather more than a
Rev. J. T. WHE
Rev. It. V. ROGERS..................
ROWLAND CLAPP...............
WILLIAM HUNT .................
mile from the former place. It is described by Mi. Lacock 
as “one entire mass ot iron, so perfectly free from any mix­
ture of common soil as to produce no vegetable whatever, be­
ing covered with a coating of rust or oxide of iron.—The hill 
is so lofty and steep that its top was not discernable, but, from 
its more elevated part, nodules of corroded meta! had rolled 
down and greatly embarrassed the road. At the foot of the 
mountain the soil is red clay mixed w'ifh ponderous brown 
dust. As we advanced, the metal seemed to become less pure, 
until after an extent of two leagues and a half, it altogether 
vanished, and was succeeded by a common clayey land. I 
had often heard of this immense mass of metal, but none of 
the reports had presented an adequate pict ure of it to the ima­
gination. The very centre of the hill, as far as we could 
judge, appeared to consist of vast blocks of iron, in tables, and 
it is so singularly free from alloy as to produce, when melted, 
twenty-five per cent, of pure metal.
Muscular Strength of Insects—The following expert- 
ment relative to the muscular strength of a caterpillar, was 
made by Kirby and Spence:—“We put the caterpillar of the 
goatmoth under a bellglass, which weighed nearly half apound, 
and of course more than ten times the weight of the insect, 
yet it raised it up with the utmost ease. We then placed over 
the glass the largest book which we bad at hand—‘Loudon’s 
Encyclopedia of Gardening,’ consisting of about 1500 paves 
of strong paper, and weighing four pounds; but this did not 
succeed in preventing the escape of the animal, which raised 
the glass, though loaded with the book, nearly a hundred times 
its own weight, and made good its exit. The multiplicity of 
its muscles, two hundred and thirty-six of which are situated 
in the legs alone, will enable us to understand how this extra­
ordinary feat was performed. Even this power of muscle, 
however, would doubtless have been unavailing in raising the 
loaded glass, except in connexion with two favorable circum­
stances under which the experiment was performed, and which 
are necessary to be home in mind to render the operation per­
fectly credible:—1st that the wedge-like form of tlie cater­
pillar’s head, in connexion with the peculiar shape of the 
glass, enabled it to lift it; and 2d, that one side of the glass 
resting on a table, the insect only bore half the weight of the 
glass and boftk.—People's Magazine.
To Destroy Ants.—Having read in pages 278 and 279, 
two complaints against ants, I am induced to send you the fol­
lowing: Some time ago a drawer in which I kept sugar, was 
so much infested with ants, that we were obliged to remove 
the sugar from it. It happened from some 'cause or other a 
small piece of camphor was laid in the drawer, and on open­
ing it a few days afterwards, we were agreeably surprised to 
find the bottom literally covered with dead ants. This in­
duced us to repeat the experiment, and from that time we have 
found no difficulty in keeping the sugar free from their dep­
redations, by allowing a small piece of camphor to he in one 
corner of the drawer. Where trees upon walls, or plants are 
infested, I should recommend small pieces of camphor to be 
thrown on the ground round their stems, and in some cases, 
to dissolve a little in alcohol, and sprinkle it over the leaves in 
a diluted state with a common Syringe.
Albany, March 3, 1832. John I Godfrey.
Madame Clarion attributed her growing prematurely old 
to the influence of the griefs and distresses which it was her 
constant province to represent on the stage; and the malade 
imaginarie of Moliere is said to have proved fatal not only to 
Moliere, but to the actor who succeeded him in the part. 
Pliny has a still more remarkable anecdote to the same effect: 
he states that there was an actor who imitated the feelings of 
tlie gout so naturally, as at length to bring the disorder upon 
himself.
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